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White's last move can only have been Pc2*c4
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(b) Two*move Directmates with one type of Fairy Piece
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Mate in 2

1 Gd 1 (threat 2 Pd4)
Pd5 Bd5 Gds
2 Oe8. 0b2. O.e2.
Three unpin-repins of Bc5
The 'lightning strikes twice" theme

(c) Helpmate fVliniatures with Fairy

Pieces
(Judge G" P"Jeltiss)
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Helpmate in 3
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2 Gh7 Rg1 3 Sc4! Gh1.

Any number of different fairy pieces may
be used in this section, and a special prize
wil! be awarded by the editor to the inventor
of the most interesting new piece introdueed"

A!l problems pLrblished in Chessics from C1 to CG will be eligible"
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The Five Free Leaferr
By G. P. Jelliss and T. H. Willcocks
Of the 32 possible (m,n) leapers on the chessboard - ranging from the (0,0) which
just jumps up and down on the spot. to the (7,7) that commutes from end to end
of a fongdiagonal - just five are free leapers; able to reach any square of theboard
from any other in a series of leaps. These five are the (0,1 ) (1 ,2) (2,3) (1,4) and
(3,4) feapers, otherwise known as Wazir, Knight, Zebra, Giraffe and Antelope.
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by A.l.Houston.

Three general conditions that must be satisfied by an (m,n) leaper on an hxh board
if it is to be a free leaper are: (a)2n < h, since otherwise such a leaper when placed

on a central square of the board would be unabletomove. (b) m+n odd, since
otherwise the leaper would be confined to squares of one colour. (c) m, n co-prime
i.e. not both divisibleby a number k>l,sincesuch a leaper isconfined to squares
a multiple of k rows away in any direction.
is free on a small board
- A leaperof that
is obviously free on any larger board. The sequence
free leapers continues, after
the first five, with (2.5) (4.5) (1,6) (5,6) (2,7) (4,7) (6,7) . . .

Gonjecture (T.H.W.) The smallest square board on which an (m,n) free leaper
canmake a closedtour isof side 2(m-tn).
The wazir's 2x2 tour is primeval.
A closed 6x6 tour by the knight was given-by the famous mathematician Euler
(1759). We offer the next three cases for solution: Problem 5 (a) to (c) Construct
cfosed squaretoursof zebra,giraffeandantelopeofminimumsize(1 0x1 OtorZ,G
1.4x14forA) withmaximumsymmetry.
provethattheS, Z and A
- ltiseasyto
cannot make closed tours on boards smaller
than 6, 10, 14, respectively but the
case of the G illustrates the difficulty involved in proving or disproving the general
conjecture. The following proof is based on a method due to M.Kraitchik for the
case of the S on a 4x8 board: Theorem (G.P.J.) A closed 8x8 giraffe tour is
impossible: Letter the squares as shown. Suppose a closed giraffe tour is
possible, then every'A' in the tour must be preceded and followed
ADADADAD
a 'B' (examine the diagram to confirm this). This means that
by
BCBCBCBC
the 'A's occur in the tour in chains of the ferm BAB, BABAB,
ADADADAD
BCBCBCBC
BABABAB ... which contain more 'B's than 'A's" But the number
CBCBCBCB
DADADADA
CBCBCBCB
DADADADA

of 'B's is the same as the number of 'A's" This equality is only
possible in the case of a circular chain of 'A's and 'B's" But this
would exclude the 'C's and'D's. So the supposed tour is impossible" The case of open tours will be considered in C4.
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The q.alrafhage
By C. C. L. Sells and

E. Fielder
The quadraphage (square-eater) was invented by David L.silverman* and first
appeared in R.A.Epstein's Theory of Gambling and Statistical Logic (1967).
The Ap is a non-capturing universal leaper; it can be picked up and put down

again on any empty square on the board. When it moves, or if it is captured, the
square it has just left becomes a void. No play can take place across a void,
whichthus limitsthe range of all riders needing that square as partof their ride,
thus a Op cannot be pinned. Any piece capturing a Op disappears into the void,
so that a king can never capture a quadraphage.
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Voids

ft' Grasshoppers 6iqi

Lions

- non-stop equihoppers; notblocked byvoidsor pieces.
FrFr Oueen-quadraphages - move like queens instead of leaping universally.
Equileapers

fln these problems pawns may promote to a;y fairy type in the diagram (the voids
6 are assumed to be due to a quadraphage). Only 1 & 5 are 'legal' in the sense
defined in C1,4.1
The following problem is based on the result given by Epstein:
Problem 9 The black king and a white quadraphage stand side by side on a very

in

large board. White stalemates - in how many moves ? The first stage of the process
is to preventthe king scurrying off towards infinity in an endless chase.

*Stop-press news from Mr.Willcocks who quotes Silverman's book, Your Move.
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Trinci7al Chen Variantt
for reference, of most of the more successful
of view of the number of compositions that they
two others of interest.

This article is meant to be a survey,
chess variants (from the point
have given rise to) plus one or

ALICE CHESS (V.R.Parton 1954)
A second board is used, initially empty. Pieces move and capture on the board on
which they stand, but at the end of the move must be transferred to the corresponding square on the other board. lf this square is already occupied, then the
proposed move is illegal. lt is also illegal to move a king through check.

ARC CHESS (W.H.Rawlings and A.E.Farebrother 1937)
Thisis, infull, actuated revolving centre chess. Thefour centre squares de45
rotate 90 degrees clockwise when 'actuated' The centre can be actuated by
moves into it (l) out of it (O) upon it (U) exterior to it (E) or across it (A) at the
specification of the composer. The original version was ARC-lU chess.
ARC-AEIOU chess

is

PRC chess

,CHECK'

-

permanent rotating centre chess.

VARIANTS
Checkless Chess (c. 1800 ?) requires that neither player may check except to mate.
Non-passant rule. (Medieval- c. 1200) ln orthodox chess the only K-move of
more than one step occurs in castling, and part of the castling rule requires
that a king may not castle through check. When more powerful royalties are used
it is sometimes convenient to extend this rule to all moves of the royal piece.
AbsoluteChecklessChess. This new idea, due to Dr.R.Powell, implies the above
two rules and is even stronger: no passing checks are allowed; i.e. a piece may
not move through a square where, if it stopped, it would result in a check.
Pinnedmen do not cfieck (T.R.Dawson 1925). See C1,4.
One kingcannot be captured if the other is in check (E.Brunner 1939). This
condition allows a king to move into or remain in what would normally be check
provided he counterchecks the opponent.
CIRCE CHESS (P.Monreal and J.P.Boyer 1968)
Captured pieces are replaced on the board on squares related to those they
occupied in the opening position of the game. An R, B or S reappears on the initial
R, B or S square of the same colour as that on which it is captured; a P reappears
on the P square in the game file as the capture square. The Ks are orthodox. Pieces
are only removed perrnanently if their reappearance squares are occupied.
CYLINDER CHESS (French composers c.1925 in the Marseilles group)x
The left and right sides of the board are considered to be contiguous, as if the
diagramwerewrapped round avertical cylinder. A rook orqueen on such a board
may make a complete circuit, horizontally, and return to its starting point. Moves

not normally permitted.
Horizontal cylinders and anchorrings, which combine both cylinders, are used

longer than one circuit are

in problems butdo not define chessvariants sincethe initial position would have
each king in quadruple check.
FIVE RIDER CHESS (T.R.Dawson 1936)
Instead of promotion to O,R,B and S, pawns promoteto rook, bishop, nightrider,
camelrider orzebrarider (R, B, N, C,Z). These are the five continuous straight line
riders that have room for a ride of at least two steps on the 8x8 board.

*

Latest information from Mr. Dickins.
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GRID CHESS (W.Stead 1953)
The board isdivided into16 2x2 groups and moves must be from one group to
another. Thus forexample a king away fromthe board edge has only Jive moves
instead of the usual eighq and kings may stand on adjacent squares in the same
group without checking one another.
KRIEGSPIEL (W.H.Temple 1 901 )
Three boards, iwo sets oi men and three participants are needed for this gqm9. Th.e
third man is umpire, and he alone records the complete position on his board;

eachplayer canonlysee hisownboard withhisownpiecesonit' Onhis go a
playei tries a move and the umpire tells him if it is illegal, in which case he has to
take it back and try another until he hits on a legal one. The umpire then announces
that the player has moved. He also states wheiher a capture has occurred - giving
the square'of capture butnot thepiece captured. He also announces when a
check occurs and whether it is cheik on rank or file, longer or shorter diagonal, or
with a knight. To save time trying all the possibilities a player may ask if he can
capturewith any pawn. lf 'Yes' he must try at least one.
ln Kriegspiel problems the diagram usually shows White's board together with the
black men whose positions he has deduced. Other facts known to White may
begiven belowthediagram" Thesolver must make the right test-moves to win
against any possible configuration of Black's remaining men.
MOEBIUS CHESS (W.Pflushaupt 1953)
This variant has as yet been little investigated, The left and right sides of the
board are considered contiguous, as in cylinder ehess, but after a twist, so that
a1 is next to h8 and aB is next to h1
"

SPACE CHESS (F.Maack 1907)

This form of 3-diinensional chess uses 5 boards representing
in a 5x5x5 cube, with opening position as shown:
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fl I move through the faces of the cubes, the space bishops Jf{
through theedges, and the unicorns 66 through the corners. Thespace queens
S$combine the powers of rook-bishop-unicorn, and the space kings SS
leap to
move like the queens but only one step at a time. The space knights fil
the opposite corner of any 1x2x3 box. The space pawns t I move like singlestep
rooks and capture like singlestep bishops, but only towards the opponent's back
rank (Aa1-Ae1, Ea5-Ee5) wherepromotion occurs (to O,R,B'S or U)'

The space rooks

U-CHESS (l.Chernev and M.Charosh 1953)
This is, in full, unambiguous 3-symbol chess, Moves are only allowed if they can
be expressed unambiguously in 3 of the symbols KOR BS Px:12345678

inthe'English notation (in which forexample c3 is OB3 forWhite and 086 for
Black). Castling is allowed. A king is onlyconsidered tobe incheck if the move
thatwould capture him can be expressed unambiguously.
For further information on these and other variants see Anthony Dickins' O Press
booklets AGuideto Fairy Chess and A Short History of Fairy Chess'
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Antiloteotu Pawnt
continued from C1,8
ln antipodean play the pawns get into a number of unusual situations that are not
by thd Flbe la*s, for-example: (a) Awhite pawn on b5 can be displaced
"ou"r"b
bick to fi, where an oithodox pawn,'tiaving no backward move, isseldom
on b5 also displaces to f1, where it immediately
eniountered; (bl A black pawn
'A
prorot"r - t6 a' niact O, n, or S at White's cfroice, since it is his turn of play and
ire moved the pawn to its promotion square; (c/ A black pawn. at c7 may_make_a
OouUte forwaril step, wheiher it has mdved pieviously in the play. or not. This rule
is neCesiary since it is impossible to prove by retroanalysis _that a pawn on itsit
initiat rant has not already'been on a round trip; (d) ltrhe BPcT is displaced
retains the right to make the double step on its first voluntary move, and may
thJrefore usiit to promote by Pg3-g1i ; (e) lf the BPIT plays to c5 and. is
captured e.p. it reappears atg1, with instant promotionl; (f) A pawn.promoting
by' the dou'ble step g3-g1 (rule d) may be subject to e.p. capture, by the Pf1
(rirle a). Since the so-called en passant capture is in fact made posf passanf, when
ihe prirmotion is a fait accomplis, the displaced promoted man does not revert to
being a pawn. lt reappears at c5.
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In all the problems in this article all the m-"n are antipodean, including the kings.
The first two problems werecomposed just to illustrate some of the rules.
The last four problems form a progression.
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Problemas (Spain) have, in their Jubilee Tourney (to 31 March'77), besides
allthe usual, asectionfor two-moversof 'modern style', with tries, and'all kinds
of fairy pieces'( Judge Y.Cheylan) Entries sent to Chessics will be forwarded on.

O
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Tranritionr
By G.P.Jelliss
The usual type of chess problem is a question in which the solver is given three
sets of information : 1st an initral (diagrammed) position, 2nd rules by which the
position may be transformed, in a step by step procesg 3rd an objective which
has to be attained in the fewest possible moves. The custom of stating the number
of moves necessary serves merely to make the problem simpler to solve,
There is an important class of mathematical recreations which also possess these
three characteristics, but, because of their diversity of appearance, have not hitherto
beentreated as a single class. Such problems can be called Transitions, by analogy
with that other important class of mathematical recreations, the Dissections.
The main difference between transitions and chess problems is that there is no
mystery about the final position; it is specified exactly, whereas in a chess problem
its exactform is one of the unknownsthat hasto be found.
Some classic transitions will no doubt spring to mind. Here are two, presented in
a more precise form than they are usually given:
Problem 1 Tartaglia (c. 1550)
You are given a S-pint and a 3-pint jug and a bo'wlful of (a) more tha n 7 pints
(b) less than 7, but sufficient to make the task possible" You are to measure out
4 pints exactly without use of any other measure.

Problem 2 Alcuin (c. 80OAD)
Three jealous,
chivalrous, punctilious, officers A,B,C and their wives a,b,c have to
-a
cross river using a canoe that will take only two persons (each using a paddle).
Jealousy means that in her husband's absence
How are they to get across ?
a wife must be in exclusively female company. Chivalry means that the men do as

-

much of the paddling as possible, Punctiliousness means that all operations are
carried out in order of rank: Aa 1st, Bb 2nd, Cc 3rd.
- Under these conditions
the solution is unique.
3 G. P.J. 'Square Dance'
Moving a group of four pawns at a time to the space,
interchange the colours, (a) without rotation,
lfut"Nt,ffitll (b) with 90' clockwise rotation at each move.

lf;ffil

It'fu, %t;ftll 4. Under conditions
lu,t'zz &,tll
Itrrfu.t'rfut.&ll

l,ru

5

G,

l

3(b) move all the black pawns
to the left half of the board and all the white pawns
to the right (surprisingly it is possible!)

P,J. Antipodean Pawn Puzzle
Interchange the colours

(in as few moves as possible)

(a) as diagram (b) with all the pawns present

fAnyone is wetcome to try the same with the antipodean
or the full set any interesting results sent in will
be given with the solutionsi
pieces
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€hers Through the Lookeng-€{*rs
By Dr. E" T" O.Slater (after Lewis Carroll)

Below is the starting position as given by Lewis Carroll in Through the Lacking
6/ass, together with the moves that he gives, in order by page number:
WH ITE

RED
Q- KR4

P(Alice) - 04

0-o84

'ffi.

Q.OB5
F-

05

w'%,
'%

O- KBB
P- Q6

ft *-iiii
|

-

r,-1

Kt- K2 chee k
Ktx Kt

Kt.KB5
P-C8 -= O

0-

K1

o-oR6
O(Alice)xO and wins
make anysense of these moves? That is - what kind of
Howcan one possibly
'[Dr
gurn" *ir it?
Slaier's enteriaining explanation will be given, with any other
interesting coniectures received, in C4. The selection of Chess Variants given on
pages 4 - 5 may provide some inspirationl"

Circular Tointr
a 1.

Draw a circle on the chessboard to pass through the maximum number of
Make visible a largest invisible circle on the chessboard
{uare-centres.
A wazir leaps in 4
aid determine wh6ther a camel may pass thiough
directions, a knight in 8 and a five-leaper in 12 (on a large enough board); what
is the next fixed-radius leaper in the series?

O 2.

it! O 3.

A circle is a happy thing to be Think how the joyful perpendicular
Erected at the kiss of tangency
Must meet my central point, my avatar.
And lovely as I am, yet only 3
Points are needed to determine me'
Christopher Morley
Solutions to problems in this issue will be published, with solvers' comments
and scores, in C4. From C3 onwards there will be 12 pages. Subscriptions:
C1 &2 20p, C3&4 30p. first four issues fl1. (prices include inlandpostage).
All communications and subscriptions to the editor:
G.P.Jelliss, 164 Elm Tree Avenue, Walton on Naze, Essex.
Printed at The Circle Press, 6 Foundry Yard, Walton on

Naze.
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